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king of swords tarot card meaning - yes no key interpretation the king of swords is an assertive professional decision
maker with high intellect and a knack for leadership he represents big decisions to come and a need to take control and set
boundaries while making firm commitments to your goals this card provides no clear answer maybe at best key dates timing
and astrology, king of swords tarot card meanings all explained here - the king of swords is the final card in the suit of
swords the king of swords embodies much of the meaning of the entire suit and should be taken seriously when seen the
king of swords embodies much of the meaning of the entire suit and should be taken seriously when seen, king of swords
predictive tarot card meanings lisa boswell - the king of swords as a yes or no unless it is a question about exams or if
you ll increase your authority the king of swords is a no the king of swords in a positive reading in a positive reading the king
of swords can indicate someone who is highly intellectual has good reasoning skills is very intelligent is wise and just, king
of swords tarot meaning love finances future yes - yes or no tarot reading king of swords the king of swords is an
assertive professional decision maker with high intellect and talent for leadership it represents important decisions and the
need to take control and set boundaries while making firm commitments to its goals, swords love and romance
associations truly teach me tarot - yes no card no not a good time for relationships unless all involved calm down and talk
about what has happened much effort is required to get past this stage much effort is required to get past this stage, how to
do your own yes no tarot card reading for love - yes or no cups page of cups yes though there may be some soul
searching required knight of cups yes but the romance may not last this one s all show queen of cups yes but the emotional
commitment may be one sided king of cups yes this person is your harbor in a tempest, genuine tarot reading what tarot
cards mean yes or no - all the cards that likely to answer yes the fool magician empress lovers chariot strength wheel of
fortune temperance star sun judgment world ace of wands two of wands three of wands four of wands six of wands eight of
wands nine of wands page of wands knight of wands queen of wands king of wands ace of cups two of cups three of cups
six of cups nine of cups ten of cups page of cups knight of cups queen of cups king of cups ace of swords page of swords,
king of cups predictive tarot card meanings lisa boswell - the king of cups as a yes or no i would read the king of cups
as a yes for love matters but a no for everything else the king of cups in a positive reading in a positive reading the king of
cups can indicate, king of swords tarot card meanings biddy tarot - king of swords tarot card meanings and description
on his left saturn finger is a ring symbolic of power and taking his responsibilities seriously the king wears a blue tunic
symbolic of a desire for spiritual understanding and a purple cape symbolic of compassion combined with intellect
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